We use techniques from geometric analysis to prove that any positive, leafwise superharmonic, measurable function on a Riemannian measurable foliation with transverse invariant measure, finite total volume and complete leaves is, in fact, constant on a.e. leaf.
Introduction
In [G] , L. Garnett considers foliations of compact manifolds in which each leaf is given a Riemannian structure. She proves:
Theorem [G, Theorem 1(b), p. 286] . Any bounded Borel function h which is harmonic on each leaf must be constant on almost all leaves, relative to any finite harmonic measure. D We will only consider here the case of a transverse invariant measure and finite total volume where the "finite harmonic measure" of this theorem reduces to the transversal measure.
The theorem is remarkable because it could be the case that every leaf is isometric to hyperbolic space. Thus, by the axiom of choice, one could simply choose a bounded harmonic function on each leaf. The ergodic nature of the theorem is that these choices cannot be made in a Borel way.
Her proof uses probability theory and is quite elegant. Here we take a geometric analysis approach and prove Theorem 5.1. Let (M,&~ ,¿%) be a finite volume oriented measurable Riemannian foliation such that a.e. leaf is complete. Let h: M -> (0, oo) be a measurable function such that, for a.e. leaf L ç M, the function h\L is superharmonic on the Riemannian manifold L. Then h\L is constant, for a.e. leaf L ç M.
It is possible to remove the orientability assumption in the theorem by introducing the orientable double cover. A positive superharmonic function will lift to a positive superharmonic function in the double cover, where the Theorem 5.1 applies. Therefore the lift is constant on a.e. leaf and it follows that the same holds for the original function.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is best understood as an evolution of theorems.
First is the very simple Proposition 0.1. A closed Riemannian manifold carries no nonconstant positive superharmonic functions.
Proof. If h is positive superharmonic, then u :-In h satisfies Vw + |A«|2 < 0.
By Stokes' theorem, /W.SS"-since 9 = 0. However Au < -|Vw|2, so J\Vu\2 < 0, so Vu = 0, so u is constant, so h = eu is also constant. G The next step is Proposition 0.2. A complete finite volume Riemannian manifold carries no nonconstant positive superharmonic functions.
The proof of this proposition is somewhat more complicated because Stokes' theorem only applies to compactly supported forms. Thus it is necessary to introduce a gently sloping cutoff function with compact support. In the case of a single leaf, these functions are easily obtained as radial functions (depending only on the distance to some chosen point). Modulo finding such cutoff functions, the proof of Proposition 0.2 is essentially the same as the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 5.1). The new complication in proving Theorem 5.1 is that ergodicity precludes choosing a single point in each leaf of a foliation, so finding the appropriate cutoff function becomes more difficult. Thus we devote one section ( §4) to proving a result (Lemma 4.7) about cutoff functions. With Lemma 4.7, the proof of the main theorem is routine.
The foliations we consider here will be the measurable foliations of Zimmer [ZI, Z2] . These include any C°°-foliation of a manifold, although we specialize here to the case of foliations with a holonomy invariant system of transverse measures and with finite total volume. On manifolds, these kinds of foliations have been extensively studied.
The lack of positive superharmonic functions and the lack of convex functions are basic tools in the study of finite volume manifolds of positive Ricci curvature. It is our hope that these tools can be set up and used in a foliation context as well.
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Basic definitions
All Borel spaces we consider will be standard, i.e., Borel isomorphic to [0, 1] . A measure space will always be a standard Borel space with a a-finite Borel measure.
For the remainder of the paper, we fix a positive integer n (to denote the dimension of the leaves of the foliation we study). Let D denote the unit ball in R". Since M is a finite measure space, any bounded «-form is integrable. Now let {f}i=x ,2,... be a locally finite partition of unity subordinate to some atlas sé for (M, '¿F, 32), see Lemma 2.2. 
IM
Proof. We may pull the form fin back to the /th flow box, integrate along leaves, then integrate the resulting function along the transversal T,.
Since fi is compactly supported along the leaves (when pulled back into the /th flow box, see Definition 2.1, condition (iv)), the leafwise integrals are of compactly supported exact «-forms. They are therefore all equal to 0, and the lemma follows. 
Harmonic functions
We now state and prove the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 5.1. Let (M,^ ,32) be a finite volume oriented measurable Riemannian foliation such that a.e. leaf is complete. Let h: M -* (0, oo) be a measurable function such that, for a.e. leaf L CM, the function h\L is superharmonic on the Riemannian manifold L. Then h\L is constant, for a.e. leaf L ç M. Proof. Let u := In h and let r\ :-*du, where * denotes the leafwise Hodge-* operator. Then Au + |Vi/|2 < 0 a.e. on M. Assume for a contradiction that there exists some a > 0 such that :={|V«| >a}
